
Marketing Analysis Assignment Help 

Market analysis sometimes known as marketing analysis is the marketing research which can 

yield the information about the market place or marketing environment.  Market analysis is the 

process of determining factors, conditions and characteristics of any market. Marketing analysis 

is the part of the industry analysis and thus in turn of the global environment analysis. With help 

of marketing analysis, we can study the attractiveness and dynamics of a special market within a 

special industry. By doing marketing analysis, one can identify the SWOT of a company. It is 

also known as the documented investigation of a market that is used to inform a firm’s planning 

the activities, particularly around decisions of inventory, purchase, work force 

expansion/contraction, facility expansion, capital equipment purchasing, promotional activities 

and many other aspects of a company. 

Marketing analysis is helpful in understanding the marketing opportunities and threats as they 

relate to the company’s strengths and weaknesses. It also determines the attractiveness of the 

market. According to David Allen Aaker, marketing analysis (dimension of market analysis) 

includes the study of: 

¶ Market size (current and future): The market size is measured through market volume 

and the market potential. The market volume is depends on the consumer’s quantity and 

the basic demands of the consumers. The information types on the basis of which market 

size is determined are following: 

1. Consumer survey 

2. Financial data from major players 

3. Government data 

4. Trade association data 

¶ Key success factors: Key success factors include elements which are required to achieve 

marketing objectives by a company. These many include: 

1. Access to essential unique resources 

2. Ability to achieve economies of scale 

3. Technological progress 

4. Access to distribution channels. 

¶ Marketing trends: The upward and downward movements of market over a time period 

are known as marketing trends. To know about the marketing trends, company should 

collect information about customers, products, competitors through: 

1. Customer analysis 

2. Choice modeling 

3. Competitor analysis 

4. Product research 

5. Simulated test marketing 

6. Risk analysis 



7. Marketing mix modeling 

8. Advertising research 

¶ Marketing growth rate: Marketing growth can be forecasted by extrapolating the 

historical data in the future. Marketing growth rate can also be predicted by using product 

diffusion curve. 

  

¶ Marketing profitability: Marketing profitability varies for organizations in the markets. 

Porter gave a model to evaluate the marketing profitability known as Porter Five Forces 

Analysis. The model includes: 

  

1. Buyer power 

2. Supplier power 

3. Barriers to entry 

4. Threat of substitute products 

5. Rivalry among firms in the industry. 

¶ Distribution channels: Distribution system can help the market analysis in following 

ways:Channel power structure 

2. Trends and emerging channels 

3. Existing distribution channels 

¶ Industry cost structure: Industry cost structure is helping in recognizing the key success 

factors. Porter’s value chain model determines the industry cost structure to know where 

the value is added. 

With help of the findings of marketing analysis, organizations make investment decisions. 

Marketing analysis can motive the organization to make changes in aspects of the investment 

strategy. Marketing analysis of the business planning should illustrate the industry and marketing 

knowledge as well as the research findings and conclusions. Marketing analysis provides enough 

information to plan the marketing strategies. The information provides data such as the size of 

market, with help of which we can plan if the market is worth investing in, we can know about 

the marketing environment, how the market works for e.g. main distribution channels and the 

key market trends. 

Marketing Analysis Assignment Help 

Marketing analysis assignment help is offered by Australia’s leading online assignment Zone 

company, Oz Assignment Zone. At Oz Assignment Centre, we provide the best quality online 

assignment help to the students who need assignment help to score better grades in their 

assignment examinations. Our have the best team of assignment writers and online professional 



tutors who are highly qualified and well equipped with all academic resources. They work hard 

with lots of research and analysis over the assignment topic. Our marketing analysis assignment 

help is the most professional assignment help available online. Though, there are many online 

assignment help agencies in the country, but we provide a very unique and authentic online 

assignment help. Marketing analysis assignment help is written with original content by our 

writers and expert tutors. Our assignment writers are graduated from Australian universities and 

hold great academic expertise including Maters’’ and PhDs. So, we ensure that we offer the most 

professional online marketing analysis assignment help. Our online marketing analysis 

assignment help is suitable for all the students studying in all the universities and colleges of 

Australia, be it University of Australia, University of Queensland, University of Newcastle, 

University of Melbourne or Australian National University. 

Get Marketing Analysis Assignment Help Online for Academic Excellence 

Marketing analysis assignment help online is offered to the students who are looking for extra 

plus points in their assignment writings. With our marketing analysis assignment help, we ensure 

that students will get the best assignment writing help online. As we have years of experience in 

online assignment help services, with our professional marketing analysis assignment help, 

students can score better marks in their assignments. Our assignment writers and professional 

tutors prepare the marketing analysis assignment help with all the latest information with 

impressive approaches. Thus, we help the students in scoring and securing better grades in their 

assignments. Marketing analysis assignment help is offered at very cheap prices to maintain the 

affordability so that every student can get online assignment help. With our fast working, we 

deliver assignment help to the students at the time. On time delivery of the assignments makes 

the students feel relaxed and stay tension free. 

Our online tutors are available 24×7 to help you. We don’t deliver just assignment helps, we also 

deliver complete satisfaction of our services. If you need help with your assignments, you can 

contact us anytime. You can submit us your assignment details and requirements, so that we can 

start working on your assignments as soon as possible. 

 


